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Last week’s Market View presented insights from Lord Abbett investment professionals on the factors
that influenced equity performance in the first half of 2022, along with potential opportunities for the
second half. This week, we survey investment leaders in our taxable and tax-free fixed income
disciplines for their views on first-half performance—and how they are positioning portfolios for the
rest of the year. 
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We continue to position our strategies’ risk profiles to acknowledge increased recession risks and the
potential further repricing that could follow in certain segments. We remain generally constructive on
high yield credit despite the prospects for tighter policy from the U.S. Federal Reserve (Fed), surging
inflation, and ongoing geopolitical tensions. As a result, we continue to shift to a moderately more
defensive posture, reducing exposure to ‘CCC’-rated bonds and adding meaningfully to higher-rated
credits.

It is important to note that the average yield to worst of the benchmark ICE BofA U.S. High Yield
Index is currently over 8.5%, a rare sighting after the global financial crisis of 2008-09. Although
spreads are just slightly higher than non-recession averages and can still widen from here, remaining
invested in the asset class has generally led to good outcomes over time when yields reach north of
8%. Separately, although we expect some softening in credit fundamentals to come in the second
half of 2022, high yield corporate credit metrics enter any potential slowdown at strong levels
following a relatively supportive first-quarter corporate earnings season. Although moderating in
recent months, debt-to-EBITDA levels remain around their 10-year low and interest coverage ratios
remain above their 20-year highs. Going forward, we believe the higher-quality credits, particularly
‘BB’-rated issues, continue to be reasonably attractive, particularly amid the increased spread
volatility in lower quality credits which are more susceptible to rising recession risks.

From an industry standpoint, we remain heavily weighted to both the Energy and Basic Industry
sectors which have benefited from a favorable environment for commodities as well as supportive
supply and demand technical factors. Although we are mindful of the possibility of moderating
energy demand as global growth slows, we view Energy as a much more defensive sector than in the
recent past given the fundamental behavioral changes of companies within the sector. We also have
preferred to add select defensive exposures with less vulnerability to global geopolitical risk as well
as supply chain disruptions and rising labor input costs. Notably, as U.S. economic and profit growth
moderate following the outsized rebound of 2021, investors likely will focus on how corporate profits,
and consumers’ willingness to spend, will withstand high inflation, rising rates, and stricter monetary
policy.

U.S. Investment-Grade Corporate Bonds

Investment-grade credit performance in the first half of 2022 was hindered by continued inflation
concerns, which increased greatly in June, as well as a more front-loaded response (i.e., larger rate
hikes than originally expected) from the Fed. These factors contributed to risks of slowing economic
growth and an increased focus on a potential recession.

High-grade spreads (based on the ICE BofA U.S. Corporate Index) widened substantially over the
first half of the year, increasing over 50 basis points (bps). Investment-grade bond issuance slowed
by 5% from year-earlier levels; supply slowed significantly beginning in May, as spreads and yields
rose, making it more costly for companies to borrow.

We shifted the overall positioning of our relevant portfolios to be up-in-quality and up-in-liquidity by
targeting high-quality purchases within the financials, utilities, high quality industrials, and consumer
non-cyclical sectors. Simultaneously, we’ve rotated from ‘BBB’- to ‘A’-rated bonds to further support
the up-in-quality shift. Investment grade corporate bond yields are at a 10-year high, which should
help support the high-quality asset class with additional carry.

As in high yield, we continue to maintain an overweight to the energy sector in the investment-grade
space based on supportive management behavior, fiscal prudence, and potential tailwinds from
continued persistent inflation. In general, we are finding more attractive relative value on the shorter
end of the curve and avoiding longer tenors.

Securitized Products

Performance of securitized credit in the first half of 2022 reflected many of the same macro
headwinds as noted above. For example, year-to-date through June 30, a component of the
component of the Bloomberg U.S. Aggregate Bond Index that reflects the securitized products
market  was down 8.11% and saw spreads widen from 339 bps to 499 bps.

Despite these challenges, we have maintained our positions within securitized products across our
multi-sector fixed income portfolios – mainly within asset-backed securities (ABS), commercial
mortgage-backed securities (CMBS), agency mortgage-backed securities (MBS), non-agency
mortgage-backed securities (RMBS), and collateralized loan obligations (CLO). We believe the
securitized sector exposure in our portfolios provides diversification benefits with the potential for
superior risk-adjusted carry versus like-rated corporate bonds. As with corporate credit exposures,
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we have focused on shifting our securitized product allocations up-in-quality across sectors based
on the prospect of slowing U.S. economic growth.

We currently favor short-term, high-quality ABS, a part of the market which has outperformed and
held up relatively well despite also experiencing negative returns. Within ABS, we added to ‘AAA’-
rated consumer-backed credit card receivables and auto loans. Any selling within the ABS sector has
been focused on more esoteric aspects of the market such as “green” ABS.

We are maintaining allocations to CMBS, while reducing overall credit risk within the sector.
Specifically, we are focusing on allowing lower-quality retail and leisure property-backed commercial
real estate assets to roll off, while reinvesting in high quality industrial-backed properties. We
continue to favor private-label, industrial-backed single-asset/single-borrower (SASB) deals, and
commercial real estate collateralized loan obligations (CRE CLO) backed by multi-family properties.

We also have added to agency RMBS within specific intermediate-term bond portfolios, reducing a
notable underweight relative to the Bloomberg Aggregate Index. We believe that the sector is
relatively cheap as it has underperformed through the first half of the year and this shift aligns with
our up-in-quality and up-in-liquidity theme. Specifically, we have focused on up-in-coupon MBS and
specified pools which are offering an attractive pickup in carry versus the to-be-announced (TBA)
market. As the Fed continues its balance sheet reduction of U.S. Treasuries and MBS, we believe the
sector will provide attractive complementary relative value. 

We continue to monitor our investments in the non-agency RMBS space. We believe the sector can
be a relatively attractive asset allocation within an investor’s fixed income portfolio. Spreads across
subsectors now reside near the widest levels in many years, and AAA-rated non-qualified (non-QM)
mortgages are offering an attractive spread pick-up versus A-rated corporate bonds. We see this
cheapness as an opportunity given solid fundamentals, strong collateral performance, low
delinquencies, and the fact that homeowner equity is near all-time highs.

Lastly, within CLOs, we have taken advantage of an increase in the liquidity within the market to
reduce ‘BBB ‘-rated holdings and moved further up-in-quality.

Overall, we continue to find securitized products important in our approach to multi-sector investing,
providing our portfolios with diversification, protection, and attractive relative value. While we monitor
and maintain our portfolios exposures to these securitized sectors, we have raised the bar when
thinking about both quality and liquidity as recessionary fears continue to be at the forefront of fixed
income investors’ minds. 

Municipal Bonds

The municipal market, as represented by the Bloomberg Municipal Bond Index, returned -8.98%
during the first half of 2022.  Yields rose dramatically across the curve due to an increasingly hawkish
Fed and ongoing inflation concerns. This significant shift upwards in the yield curve resulted in
negative returns across maturities, albeit with short-dated bonds faring much better than those
progressively farther out on the curve. 

Each credit quality tier produced negative returns, with lower-quality bonds underperforming higher-
quality bonds, reflecting spread widening stemming from increased fears of recession and slowing
growth, and partly by their longer duration relative to investment grade segments.

Municipal bond funds experienced $76 billion in outflows through the first half of the year, based on
data from Lipper, with long-term funds recording the highest outflows.  In the latter half of the
second quarter, the current outflow cycle overtook the previous record set in 2013 and was the
largest period of outflows since inception of the data set in 1992. Tax-exempt supply of $170 billion in
the first half was flat from the same period of the prior year, according to JP Morgan.

We continue to position portfolios with a focus on the best risk-adjusted relative value across credit
tiers, sectors, term structure, and bond structure. We look to capitalize on market inefficiencies,
including what we view as a mismatch between yields and credit risk given the extremely low default
rates historically experienced by municipal bonds--much lower than those of corporate bonds. We
also look to exploit the opportunities on steeper parts of the yield curve, at times driven by an
investor preference for shorter-term bonds over longer-term bonds, among other factors.

In terms of sectors, we are constructive on the Industrial Development (IDR), Transportation,
Healthcare, and Education sectors. IDR bonds are linked to the improving quality of corporates,
exhibit attractive yields relative to their credit ratings and we believe select credits within the sector
can withstand recession given sound balance sheets.  The portfolios’ exposure within the sector is a
very diversified subset of corporate issuers from various industries. After underperforming during the
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pandemic, we believe the Transportation sector continues to have upside potential due to heavy
usage of airports, toll roads, and ports. The Health Care sector generally offers attractive incremental
yield and strong credit fundamentals and historically has proven resilient during economic downturns.
Additionally, we have been able to identify idiosyncratic opportunities in stronger hospital systems.

We have been focused on bond structures, including their coupon, call protection, and convexity
profile as we believe these factors will continue to play an increasingly important role in performance
given the higher level of interest rates. We have been looking for opportunities to buy or swap into
higher coupon bonds, which are less sensitive to rate rises.

The fundamental backdrop of the municipal market remains strong due to the significant Federal aid
passed down to state and local governments, robust tax revenue growth and a better-than-expected
economic recovery from the pandemic over the last two years. As such, credit-rating upgrades have
continued to overtake downgrades by a substantial margin throughout 2022 and state and local
governments’ rainy-day balances rose to record levels this last fiscal year.

While municipal fundamentals are currently very positive, the credit environment may be affected
should tighter policy from the Fed significantly reduce demand and/or push the U.S. economy into a
recession. Of note, during past periods of economic contractions, municipals have historically shown
lower default rates and a significantly lower downgrade trajectory relative to corporate bonds along
with low correlation with other asset classes.

From a technical perspective, demand may continue to be weaker than 2021, especially if rate
volatility continues. However, we do expect demand to recover at some point given the increasingly
attractive levels of tax-free yield now available in the market. On the supply side, the summer months
historically have been favorable, partly due to increasing bond redemptions, with a negative net
supply projected for July and August. However, it would be negative for the market should supply
come in higher than expected in concert with continuing outflows. Conversely, if Treasury yields
stabilize and demand turns positive, municipal bonds stand to benefit.
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Important Information

The U.S. Securitized: MBS, ABS, and CMBS component of the index.

Unless otherwise noted, all discussions are based on U.S. markets and U.S. monetary and fiscal policies.

Asset allocation or diversification does not guarantee a profit or protect against loss in declining markets.

No investing strategy can overcome all market volatility or guarantee future results.

The value of investments and any income from them is not guaranteed and may fall as well as rise, and an investor may not get back the amount originally invested. Investment
decisions should always be made based on an investor’s specific financial needs, objectives, goals, time horizon, and risk tolerance.

Market forecasts and projections are based on current market conditions and are subject to change without notice.

Projections should not be considered a guarantee.

Equity Investing Risks

The value of investments in equity securities will fluctuate in response to general economic conditions and to changes in the prospects of particular companies and/or sectors in
the economy. While growth stocks are subject to the daily ups and downs of the stock market, their long-term potential as well as their volatility can be substantial. Value
investing involves the risk that the market may not recognize that securities are undervalued, and they may not appreciate as anticipated. Smaller companies tend to be more
volatile and less liquid than larger companies. Small cap companies may also have more limited product lines, markets, or financial resources and typically experience a higher risk
of failure than large cap companies.

Fixed-Income Investing Risks

The value of investments in fixed-income securities will change as interest rates fluctuate and in response to market movements. Generally, when interest rates rise, the prices of
debt securities fall, and when interest rates fall, prices generally rise. High yield securities, sometimes called junk bonds, carry increased risks of price volatility, illiquidity, and the
possibility of default in the timely payment of interest and principal. Bonds may also be subject to other types of risk, such as call, credit, liquidity, and general market risks.
Longer-term debt securities are usually more sensitive to interest-rate changes; the longer the maturity of a security, the greater the effect a change in interest rates is likely to
have on its price. 

The credit quality of fixed-income securities in a portfolio is assigned by a nationally recognized statistical rating organization (NRSRO), such as Standard & Poor’s, Moody’s, or
Fitch, as an indication of an issuer’s creditworthiness. Ratings range from ‘AAA’ (highest) to ‘D’ (lowest). Bonds rated ‘BBB’ or above are considered investment grade. Credit ratings
‘BB’ and below are lower-rated securities (junk bonds). High-yielding, non-investment-grade bonds (junk bonds) involve higher risks than investment-grade bonds. Adverse
conditions may affect the issuer’s ability to pay interest and principal on these securities.

Glossary & Index Definitions

Asset-backed securities (ABS) are collateralized by a pool of assets such as loans, leases, credit card debt, royalties or receivables. An ABS is similar to a mortgage-backed
security, except that the underlying securities are not mortgage-based.

A basis point is one one-hundredth of a percentage point.

Call protection is a provision of some bonds that prohibits the issuer from buying it back for a specified period of time. 

Carry is the difference between the yield on a longer-maturity bond and the cost of borrowing.

A collateralized loan obligation (CLO) is a single security backed by a pool of loans, collected into a marketable instrument via process known as securitization. CLOs are often
backed by corporate loans with low credit ratings or loans taken out by private equity firms to conduct leveraged buyouts. 

Commercial mortgage-backed securities (CMBS) are secured by mortgages on commercial properties rather than residential real estate. The underlying loans that are securitized
into CMBS include those for properties such as apartment buildings and complexes, factories, hotels, office buildings, office parks, and shopping malls.

 Convexity, a measure of the curvature in the relationship between bond prices and bond yields, illustrates how the duration of a bond changes as the interest rate changes.
Negative convexity occurs when a bond’s duration increases as yields increase; positive convexity occurs when a bond’s duration rises, and yields fall.

Coupon is the interest rate on a bond that is expressed at the bond’s face value, or par.

Duration is a measure of the sensitivity of the price (the value of principal) of a fixed-income investment to a change in interest rates.

The Federal Reserve System (Fed) is the central bank of the United States and is governed by the Federal Reserve Board.

The federal funds (fed funds) rate is the target interest rate set by the Fed at which commercial banks borrow and lend their excess reserves to each other overnight.

General obligation (GO) municipal bonds are backed by the “full faith and credit” of a government, and are issued by entities such as states, cities, counties, and school districts.
Revenue bonds are municipal issues backed by revenues from a specific projects or facilities (such as toll roads, water/sewer systems, or airports).  

Rainy-day funds, also known as budget stabilization funds, allow states to set aside surplus revenue for use during unexpected deficits. 

Residential mortgage-backed securities (RMBS):  RMBS are created by packaging many residential mortgage loans into a single pool of loans. The sponsoring entity sells bonds
backed by this pool of loans. Agency RMBS are packaged by either of two U.S. government-sponsored enterprises: the Federal National Mortgage Association or the Federal
Home Loan Mortgage Corporation. Non-agency RMBS are issued by non-agency financial firms.

Securitized products (also known as structured products) are pools of financial assets that are brought together to create a new security, which is then divided and sold to
investors.
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Spread is the percentage difference in current yields of various classes of fixed-income securities versus Treasury bonds or another benchmark bond measure. A bond spread is
often expressed as a difference in percentage points or basis points (which equal one-one hundredth of a percentage point). The option-adjusted spread (OAS) is the
measurement of the spread of a fixed-income security rate and the risk-free rate of return, which is adjusted to take into account an embedded option. Typically, an analyst uses
the Treasury securities yield for the risk-free rate.

Tenor refers to the length of time until a financial obligation such as a loan or bond is due.

Yield is the income returned on an investment, such as the interest received from holding a security. The yield is usually expressed as an annual percentage rate based on the
investment’s cost, current market value, or face value. Yield to worst refers to the lesser of a bond’s (a) yield-to-maturity or (b) the lowest yield-to-call calculated on each
scheduled call date.

The Bloomberg Municipal Bond Index is a rules-based, market-value-weighted index engineered for the long-term, tax-exempt bond market. Bonds must be rated investment
grade (Baa3/BBB- or higher) by at least two ratings agencies. They must have an outstanding par value of at least $7 million and be issued as part of a transaction of at least $75
million. The bonds must be fixed rate, have a dated date after December 31, 1990, and must be at least one year from their maturity date. 

Bloomberg Index Information: Source: Bloomberg Index Services Limited. BLOOMBERG® is a trademark and service mark of Bloomberg Finance L.P. and its affiliates (collectively
“Bloomberg”). Bloomberg owns all proprietary rights in the Bloomberg Indices. Bloomberg does not approve or endorse this material or guarantee the accuracy or completeness of
any information herein, or make any warranty, express or implied, as to the results to be obtained therefrom and, to the maximum extent allowed by law, shall not have any liability
or responsibility for injury or damages arising in connection therewith.

The ICE BofA U.S. Corporate Bond Index tracks the performance of U.S. dollar-denominated investment grade corporate debt publicly issued in the U.S. domestic market.

The ICE BofA U.S. High Yield Constrained Index is a capitalization-weighted index of all US dollar denominated below investment grade corporate debt publicly issued in the US
domestic market. 

 

Source ICE Data Indices, LLC (“ICE”), used with permission. ICE PERMITS USE OF THE ICE BofA INDICES AND RELATED DATA ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, MAKES NO WARRANTIES
REGARDING SAME, DOES NOT GUARANTEE THE SUITABILITY, QUALITY, ACCURACY, TIMELINESS, AND/OR COMPLETENESS OF THE ICE BofA INDICES OR ANY DATA
INCLUDED IN, RELATED TO, OR DERIVED THEREFROM, ASSUMES NO LIABILITY IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OF THE FOREGOING, AND DOES NOT SPONSOR, ENDORSE,
OR RECOMMEND LORD ABBETT, OR ANY OF ITS PRODUCTS OR SERVICES.

 

Indexes are unmanaged, do not reflect the deduction of fees or expenses, and are not available for direct investment.

This material may contain assumptions that are “forward-looking statements,” which are based on certain assumptions of future events. Actual events are difficult to predict and
may differ from those assumed. There can be no assurance that forward-looking statements will materialize or that actual returns or results will not be materially different from
those described here.

The views and opinions expressed are as of the date of publication, and do not necessarily represent the views of the firm as a whole. Any such views are subject to change at
any time based upon market or other conditions, and Lord Abbett disclaims any responsibility to update such views. Lord Abbett cannot be responsible for any direct or incidental
loss incurred by applying any of the information offered.

This material is provided for general and educational purposes only. It is not intended as an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any financial instrument, or any Lord
Abbett product or strategy. References to specific asset classes and financial markets are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to be, and should not be interpreted
as, recommendations or investment advice.

Please consult your investment professional for additional information concerning your specific situation.

This material is the copyright © 2022 of Lord, Abbett & Co. LLC. All Rights Reserved. 

Important Information for U.S. Investors

Lord Abbett mutual funds are distributed by Lord Abbett Distributor LLC.

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON ANY LORD ABBETT FUNDS, CONTACT YOUR INVESTMENT PROFESSIONAL OR LORD ABBETT DISTRIBUTOR LLC AT 888-522-2388, OR VISIT US
AT LORDABBETT.COM FOR A PROSPECTUS, WHICH CONTAINS IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT A FUND'S INVESTMENT GOALS, SALES CHARGES, EXPENSES AND RISKS
THAT AN INVESTOR SHOULD CONSIDER AND READ CAREFULLY BEFORE INVESTING.

The municipal bond market may be impacted by unfavorable legislative or political developments and adverse changes in the financial conditions of state and municipal issuers or
the federal government in case it provides financial support to the municipality. Income from the municipal bonds held could be declared taxable because of changes in tax laws.
Certain sectors of the municipal bond market have special risks that can affect them more significantly than the market as a whole. Because many municipal instruments are
issued to finance similar projects, conditions in these industries can significantly affect an investment. Income from municipal bonds may be subject to the alternative minimum
tax. Federal, state, and local taxes may apply. Investments in Puerto Rico and other U.S. territories, commonwealths, and possessions may be affected by local, state, and regional
factors. These may include, for example, economic or political developments, erosion of the tax base, and the possibility of credit problems.

The information provided is not directed at any investor or category of investors and is provided solely as general information about Lord Abbett’s products and services and to
otherwise provide general investment education. None of the information provided should be regarded as a suggestion to engage in or refrain from any investment-related course
of action as neither Lord Abbett nor its affiliates are undertaking to provide impartial investment advice, act as an impartial adviser, or give advice in a fiduciary capacity. If you are
an individual retirement investor, contact your financial advisor or other fiduciary about whether any given investment idea, strategy, product or service may be appropriate for
your circumstances.
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Investors should carefully consider the investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses of the Lord Abbett Funds. This and other important information is contained in
the fund's summary prospectus and/or prospectus. To obtain a prospectus or summary prospectus on any Lord Abbett mutual fund, you can click here to obtain a
prospectus or summary prospectus on any Lord Abbett mutual fund or contact your investment professional or Lord Abbett Distributor LLC at 888-522-2388. Read the
prospectus carefully before you invest or send money.

Not FDIC-Insured. May lose value. Not guaranteed by any bank. Copyright © 2022 Lord, Abbett & Co. LLC. All rights reserved. Lord Abbett mutual funds are distributed
by Lord Abbett Distributor LLC. For U.S. residents only. 

The information provided is not directed at any investor or category of investors and is provided solely as general information about Lord Abbett’s products and services
and to otherwise provide general investment education.  None of the information provided should be regarded as a suggestion to engage in or refrain from any
investment-related course of action as neither Lord Abbett nor its affiliates are undertaking to provide impartial investment advice, act as an impartial adviser, or give
advice in a fiduciary capacity.   If you are an individual retirement investor, contact your financial advisor or other fiduciary about whether any given investment idea,
strategy, product or service may be appropriate for your circumstances.

Copyright © 2022 by Lord, Abbett & Co. LLC. All rights reserved.
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